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It used to be common for a startup to de-risk in distinct phases
that aligned with capital raises.

Discipline disappeared and the number of rounds a typical
startup raised exploded into “alphabet soup”.

The market is returning to “normal”. Here’s what you need to
know: 🧵👇

Every early-stage startup asserts five main statements: A problem statement, a solution

statement, a go-to-market-motion statement, a financial statement and a team statement.

Founders raise and deploy capital to generate proof or anti-proof about each of these

statements.

The problem statement is the Founder’s way of describing a problem they’ve discovered in

their target market and an articulation of why it’s a gigantic and profoundly painful problem

to a defined group of customers.

The solution statement is the Founder’s way of articulating a better way of solving the

profoundly painful problem they described in the problem statement paired with whatever

evidence they have that the end users agree.

The go-to-market-motion statement is the Founder’s way of explaining where they believe

efficient customer demand can be generated and how quickly the business can scale.

The financial statement is the Founder’s way of articulating the prize that everyone is playing

for if the problem and solution statements are correct as well as the necessary inputs and

intermediary outputs along the journey.

The team statement is the Founder’s way of articulating why an Investor should trust that

the problem is well understood, the solution is well designed, and that the assumptions

baked into the financial model are “experientially grounded”.
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The job of an early-stage investor is to have opinions on each of these statements.

The job of a later-stage investor is to deploy capital that can generate enterprise value in

provably good businesses.

The work in-between is the roadmap for de-risking the business in stages.

What needs to be internalized is that it’s impossible to gain confidence about every assertion

quickly.

But taking too long and deploying too much capital to prove every assertion crushes returns.

Systemic de-risking with the possibility of failure is the answer.

What follows is an example of a path to de-risking a “theoretical” business in four stages.

For a “real” business, the questions and learning agenda would need to reflect the specifics of

the business being built.

Stage 1: Pre-Seed/Seed

Goal: Proof of Competence

Can a Founder build a team and turn his/her vision into a working product?

Is the product magical?

Was it built efficiently and shipped quickly?

Goal: Evidence of Thesis Validity

Is the original thesis holding true?

Was it easy to find a handful of alpha customers?

How excited are the alpha customers?

Does the early evidence make the story stronger or weaker?



Stage 2: Series A

Goal: Proof that the Machine Works

Are customers using the product as intended?

Do your customers stick around and are they happy?

How much are customers willing to pay for your product?

Are the core drivers of unit economics “in the zip code” of healthy?

Goal: Evidence of Demand

Have you found an efficient channel for generating demand?

Can you efficiently convert top of funnel demand to paying customers?

How reasonable are projected paybacks without future improvements?

How deep are the tested marketing channels?

Goal: Proof of Competence

Has the Founder attracted top tier talent?

Does the team deliver against promises on schedule and within budget?

Is there a sense of urgency?

Have there been unwelcomed surprises?

Does the team see clearly or is their judgment clouded?

Stage 3: Series B

Goal: Economic Rent Extraction

Is the business onboarding a significant number of customers each month with healthy unit

economics?

Are the key drivers of unit economics improving or getting worse?

Is the contribution margin growing faster than G&A costs?



Goal: Proof of Market Sizing

Is the go-to-market motion becoming easier or more challenging with scale?

Do multiple channels exist that can efficiently originate customers?

How many profitable customers can be onboarded each month?

Is the marketing machine reliable?

Goal: Proof of Competence

Has the company attracted superstars?

Has the instrumentation been built to track goals and understand variances?

Can the team reliably deliver results without fire drills?

Can the Executive team articulate a clear vision and detailed roadmap?

Stage 4: Series C

Goal: Proof of Enterprise Value

Is the company on a clear path to becoming an attractive and durable cash generation

machine?

Is an IPO possible in the near future?

Are there obvious strategic buyers for the company at an attractive price?

Goal: Detailed Market Sizing

What is the “high probability” rate that the company can grow top and bottom line?

Are there new S-Curves to invest in that would expand the market opportunity?

Is there a path to becoming the de facto market leader?

Goal: Proof of Competence

Is the Executive Team fully built out with the skills to IPO or sell to a strategic?

Can the team be counted on to regularly meet or exceed their forecast?

How often is the business “breaking” or encountering new problems?



• • •

It will be a breath of fresh air for the startup world to return to the first principles concept of

de-risking in stages.

And it will be even better when we can count the stages of de-risking on one hand. The days

of alphabet soup funding rounds need to be over.


